INTRODUCTION
This paper grew out of an attempt to find some examples of elliptic curves over Q with conductor p 2, for various small primes p. The conductor N of an elliptic curve over Q is an invariant which contains information about the reductions of the curve modulo primes. If the curve has good reduction modulo p, then p does not divide N; if the curve has multiplicative reduction at p, then p divides N exactly once. In case p > 5 and the curve has additive reduction at p, then p divides N exactly twice. Our main result is that in certain cases the only curves with conductor p2 are twists of elliptic curves of conductor p. In combination with work of Setzer [9] and Brumer and Kramer [2], this allows one to write down for a number of primes p a complete list of the elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside p. In other cases, an extensive computer search provided us with many examples for primes p < 5000. These are given in the second half of this paper. There is no guarantee that this list is complete.
DIOPHANTINE RESULTS
Suppose p is a prime number. Our problem is to find all elliptic curves over Q having additive reduction at p and good reduction at all other primes. Since all elliptic curves with good reduction away from 2 and 3 are known (see e.g. It should again be emphasized that there is no reason why this list should be complete. One way to find more examples would be to search for isogenies from the curves in the list to new ones. It turns out that there are no isogenies defined over Q from curves in our list to new ones, except in the cases where the curve has complex multiplication. In this case, the isogeny is from the curve in our list to its quadratic twist over Q( -p), so we do not list this isogenous curve. The search for isogenies can be done as follows. Any rational isogeny is built up from rational isogenies of prime degree. Such an isogeny of degree p corresponds to a rational point on the modular curve X0(p). If the genus of this modular curve is zero (which means p E {2, 3, 5, 7, 13}), a good model of it can be found on pp. 238-240 of [6] . In fact we only have to look at integral points on these models, since the curves in our list and those isogenous to them have potentially good reduction, hence integral j-invariants (compare 
